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SITE NAOX N2

BACKGROUND: Pollock (1980) is the only other person to report on this

site. I visited the site in Feb. 1984 and there are some descrepencies betweenn

my notes and data and Pollock's. At the time of my visit the site was very

overgrown, making exploration extremely difficult, and this may account for

some of the differences in our data.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 2 km southeast of the village of Xculoc.

TOPOGRAPHY: The site itself is relatively flat but is surrounded by hills.
The major structures are sited on high rises of ground in the midst of what

appears to be a small savanna.

WATER SUPPLY: None noted. There must be chultunes, however, which we did

not see.

MAPS: See sketch map in Pollock (1980, fig. 661). As noted above, my notes

differ from Pollock's and sketch map should not be taken literally.

SIZE: Apparently a small site. Building remains noted by both Pollock and

myself confined to a very small area.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of adequate map. Plan appears to be derived
in part from desire to exploit higher elevations of natural ground levels.
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5itio: Na ox, ejido de Xculoc Camp. 13-11-84

Sstructura: 2

Guarto 1

Pi tensiones:

Largo: 4.35 mts.

Anctio: 2.17 mts.

"luros:

Altura: 1.66 mts. lado V y 1.31 mts. lado S.

Anchor .52 mts.

Pilas de piedras: 8 de diversos tamanos que forman cursos irregulares

en el lado S y 6 en el lado <V lina de las cuales cueda aba jo del

nivel del piso de estuco, efcta piedras son bien trabaj-dss.

Jambas: Estan compuestas por varias piedras bien cortadas.

Cord holders: 2 en total; uno a cada lr-do de la -rjuerta 30 cms. aba jo

del dintel.

Observaciones: Al orrecer este cu^rto fue un sdosa ni<?nto ya cme exis-

ten grandes diferencias constructivas entre el muro iV y los

otros tres.

BoVeda:

Altura: 1.81 mts en el lado '/ y 1.5 ) Tits, en el lado 3.

Forma: Ligeramente curva., del lado V es ::-&s recta y es recto, y en tan-

to cue en el lado 3 es inclinado y sobresale 7 ens.

Gross ties: 5 en total; 3 en la noldura superior, uno ^1 centro y los

otros en los extremos. Los otros dos se encuentran

la altura del arranque.en el lado E.

Los de-n.^s cuartos se encuentran total nente derrunbados y solo fue

^osible calcular sus dimansiones. (ver- Cro^u*%)
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SITE HOHCACAB N3 [ !6Qd( 10) : 146]

BACKGROUND: Stephens (1843) was Che firsC person Co reporc on Chis site.
^

Maler visiCed Che sice in 1889 buC his notes on Nohcacab have not yeC been > ,>*.,

published. Zayas (1908) included a photograph of the building I have called ^*4/ (/
ScrucCure 4 buC made no mention of it in Che Cexc. Pollock (1980) makes brief

menCion of Che sice buC did noc include any architectural data. I visited the

site twijjrce during 1984 and my notes and data cover five partly standing

buildings.

SITUATION: The sice is siCuated on Che grounds of Che Rancho Nohcacab and

the ruins occupy the Cop of a high hill about 500 meters south-southwest of

the main ranch buildings. The ranch is about 10-11 km southeast of the village

of Xul and can be reached by a paved road.

TOPOGRAPHY: The area immediately north of the hill supporting the ruins

is relatively flaC but there are hills to Che northwest, north and norcheasc.

The hill itself is quite large and the entire upper portion has been artificially

levelled and terraced Co form a series of contiguous courts and platforms.

WATER SUPPLY: We noted a number of chultunes in the terraces adjacent Co

major buildings. There is a modern well af the ranch but we did not observe

any natural water supply.

MAPS: None.'7 CtA****-

SIZE: We were unable to explore the entire site but ic muse be ranked as a

very large site, considering the size of Che buildings, placforms, pyramid and

Cerraces we observed,which are,"monumental in scale. I am suprised that such a

large and important site has received so little attention up till now.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map. The brow of Che hill on Che norCh

side is marked by two long building;wich a sCairway beCween which sCreCch ouC

for a distance of over 100 meCers. Behind these rooms is a huge Cerrace wich

a medium high pyramid on Che south side. South of this complex is a huge quad

rangle with large two story stuctures on at least two sides. Other large struc

tures and terraces can be found southeast of the main complex and there must

be many other building remains which we did not see. In concrast to many Puuc

sites which seem Co have dispersed layouts, Nocacab is nucleated. As noted in

my preliminary report, Nohcacab would be an ideal choice to investigate the

organization of a large, nucleated site.
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SITE HOCUCHTPNICH N7 (Cooperativa II)

BACKGROUND: I know of no earlier references to this site. I visited the

site in 1983 and a native informant said it was called Nucuch tunich, meaning

large stones.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 2.5 km west and slightly south of the

the village of Cooperativa. This places it about 1-1.5 km west of the ruins of

Cooperativa.

TOPOGRAPHY: The area north of the site is relatively flat but the site it

self is on a higher elevation which slopes downward to the north.

WATER SUPPLY: Unknown. I did not observe any chultunes or other water

MAPS: None

SIZE: Unknown, due to lack of map. Several mounds south-southeast of main

complex but site not carefully explored. See below for discussion of sacbe.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown. Most unusual feature of site is a broad sacbe running
at an angle of 152 degrees magnetic from a mound just in front of the pyramid
for a distance of at least 1 km. Northern terminus of sacbe not located and it

may actually cross the Cooperative-Sayil highway to the north. The building
remins I saw along the sacbe seemed to represent classic Puuc remains while the

pyramid-temple complex at the southern terminus of the sacbe employs megalithic
construction technology, indicating a much earlier date.
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SITE Pixoy PI

BACKGROUND: The site was first reported by Von Euw (1977) who described

and illustrated a number of stelae associated with major structures. I visited

the site in 1974 but was thwarted in my attempt to visit it again in 1984 by

the lack of a usable trail. My notes and data deal with two partly standing

buildings whose stylistic attributes are quite different .fi-ow *-*. **i-'

SITUATION: The ruins are situated about 19.5 km southeast of the village of

Bolonchen de Rejon, Campeche. This places Pixoy about 10-11 km west of the

ruins of Ichpich.

TOPOGRAPHY: The ruins are located on top of a low hill and the surrounding
terrain is hilly, although there is a large savanna about 2 km to the west.

WATER SUPPLY: There is an aguada about 1 km west of the site but Von Euw

says that this is a very unreliable source of water. The aguada was dry at the

time of my visit in May of 1974. Von Euw's map shos several chultunes in var-

iuos terraces and courtyards.

MAPS: Good map of main center in Von Euw, 1977.

SIZE: von Euw's map shows that the main center covers an area of 230 m east-

west and 300 m north-south and I suspect there are smaller builsing remains

beyond this area.

CIVIC PLAN: The major structures are arranged around a series of courtyards
and terraces on several different levels. The largest structure (str.l) is

about 12 meters high and the largest building was Structure 4, a long two-story

building north of Structure 1 . My notes say there is a sacbe running east from

Structure 1, but this may be an error since Von Euw's map does not show this

feature.
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PIXO Y PI

STROCTORE 4 ?

I made a very brief examination of a small portion of a building which I believe is the

western end of Structure 4, although I cannot be sure of this. Only a portion of one

corner of this section of the building is still standing. As shown in figure , the exter

ior details include a plain lower wall zone with a large inset column at the corner which

is made of small blocks, similar in size to the adjacent wall facing stones. Above this

is a large projecting three member medial molding with continuous colonnettes in the

central section. The upper wall zone between the medial molding and the cornice is

somewhat unusual since it features a series of projecting square stones arranged in a

checkerboard fashion. This detail is the reverse of the recessed squares found in the

upper wall zone of Structure 6 at Balche. The cornice appears to have the same pro

file and details as the medial molding. Also, worthy of note, is the projecting stone

just above the top of the medial molding set at 45 degrees to the corner.

STRUCTORE 22

Structure 22 stands on a low platform with a small courtyard to the north. Only the

central room of this building is now standing but it appears to have had three rooms.

Plan. See figure
Section. See figure
Elevation. See figure

Base Molding. Three member base molding with continuous rows of colonnettes in

central section.

Walls. Front wall .67m thick. Small wall facing stones, set in even courses. Inter

ior wall stones less well finished.

Doorways. Doorjambs made from large stones, full thickness of wall. Stone lintel

is about 25cm high.
Vaults and Beams. Well cut, specialized vault stone with boot shape. Typical mold

ing below capstones, about 11cm high. Vaults have straight sides.

Moldings. Three member medial molding with colonnettes in central member. Total

height of medial molding is about .65m. Cornice is the same as medial molding but only
.61m high. Assume outward sloping coping above.

Decoration. Long nosed mask of unusual design over central doorway (fig. ). De

sign includes serpent heads on both sides of mouth and lower jaw is at same level as

upper member of medial molding. Sawtooth elements are set vertically in cornice

molding and one part of a projecting design is still in place (fig. ). Pairs of colon

nettes are adjacent to mask with plain panels beyond.
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SITE PIXOY
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DRAWING Plan
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Pixoy. Structure 22. Plan

Pixoy. Structure 22. Facade of central room
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SITE POZO 6. PLAN TABI P6

BACKGROUND: I know of no previous references to this site. I visited the

site in March of 1984 and my notes pertain mostly to Structure I, the only buil

ding sufficiently well preserved to offer any architectural data.

SITUATION: Site is situated about 5 km north-northeast of Mulultzekal and i

one of a cluster of sites which are located in a large valley north of MuluLt-

zekal .

TOPOGRAPHY: The site is located on a low rise of ground and the surrounding
terrain is relatively level.

WATER SUPPLY: Unknown. My notes do not mention any chultunes or natural

water sources.

MAPS: None.

SIZE: Appears to be a small to medium sized site. My notes mention several low

mounds and a large mound representing a fallen two-story structure as we appro

ached the site from the east. My notes also mention two small pyramids and quad

rangular groups of mounds east and north of Structure 1. These latter mounds

were very overgrown and we did not explore them.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map. Individual groups appear to be

organized in quadrangular form as noted above but overall organization not clear.
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SITE: POZO 6, PLAN TABI DATE: 3/22/84

STRUCTURE: 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two room building on low platform. Doorways face south.

Orientation front wall 289 degrees right to left. Remains of decorated panel between

doorways to Room 2.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member rectangular molding
-

now mostly buried.

Height unknown. Projects 5cm beyond face of wall above.

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 1.96m top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Courses of stones in exterior wall are pinkish color. Facing stones fairly
well cut.

Thickness: .48m at doorjambs

Decoration: Inset panel with geometric design between jambs of doorways to Room 2.

Motifs include diamonds, spools, and small T-shaped frets. See photos and elevation

drawing.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Large jamb stones, full thickness of wall

Lintel: Stone lintels 24cm thick. Traces of red-orange paint on lintel of left doorway
to Room 2.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member rectangular molding with vertical face.

Size: 20cm high

Projection: Projects 15cm at bottom. Upper wall set back 18cm from face.

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown: upper portion of wall fallen.

Decoration: None

Stonework: Faced with roughly dressed blocks. Lack of debris indicates this was

finished wall.

CORNICE:

Form: No cornice in place and I believe there was none.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE:

Observations: Building executed in Early Puuc style. Decorated panel in lower wall

unusual for building in this style but, except for spools, geometric design motifs are

typical for Early Puuc style.
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INTERIOR

SITE: POZO 6, PLAN TABI DATE: 3/22/84

STRUCTURE: 1

ROOM: 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.80m

Width: 2.54m at doorway

WALLS:

Height: 2.19m

Thickness: .48m at doorjamb

Stonework: Same as Room 2

Doorjambs: Large jambstones, full thickness of wall

Rod Sockets: One high 10cm below lintel. Two below 1.37m to center

Cordholders; Tongue-shaped cordholders 25cm below lintel. None visible below.

Small finger-type cordholder in first course of vault, rear wall, centered on doorway

Wall Openings: Square hole 15 x 15cm in dividing wall between Room 1 and Room 2

Observations: .48m bottom of lintel to springline

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 5cm

Height: 1.46m springline to bottom capstone molding

Form: Soffits with slight curvature

Stonework: 6 courses vault stones

Capstones: Same as Room 2

Crossbeams: Same as in Room 2



INTERIOR

SITE: POZO 6, PLAN TABI DATE: 3/22/84

STRUCTURE: 1

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.43m

Width: 2.53 meters at doorway

WALLS:

Height; 2.19m floor to springline

Thickness: .48m at doorjamb

Stonework: 9 courses of facing stones. Stones moderately well cut and dressed

Doorjambs; Jamb stones full thickness of wall

Rod Sockets; One high, two below centered in jamb 1.25m center to center. None

in right doorway

Cordholders: Small, tongue-shaped cordholders both sides of jamb at top of lintel
None visible below

Wall Openings: Square hole 15 x 15cm in rear wall second course of stones below

springline

Observations: .46m bottom of lintel to springline

VAULTS:

Springline Offset; llcm

Height: 1.47m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits with slight curvature

Stonework: 6 courses vault stones. Wedge-shaped vault stones, moderately well cut

Capstones; Molding below capstones 13cm high. Capstone span varies
- .40 to .46m

Crossbeams: Single wooden crossbeams near ends of room

Observations: Typical Early Puuc vault
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SITE p0Z0 10 PLAN TABI P3

BACKGROUND: I know of no previous references to this site. I visited

the site in March of 1984 and my notes pertain mostly to a small two room buil

ding I have called Structure I .

SITUATION: I believe the site is situated about 2-3 km northwest of Pozo 6

but my notes are unclear about this.

TOPOGRAPHY: The site and surrounding terrain are fairly flat and Structure

stands on a low platform.

WATER SUPPLY: We observed one chultun but did not see any natural water

source.

MAPS: None .

SIZE:
Apparently a small site. My notes say there are a series of low terraces

extending out to the northeast from Strucure 1 and there are several low plat
forms on these terraces. No large mounds noted.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map.
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EXTERIOR

SITE: POZO 10, PLAN TABI - P3 DATE: 3/21/84

STRUCTURE: 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two room building on low platform. Doorways face north.
Orientation front wall 103 degrees right to left.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Three member molding with continuous row of short colonnettes in central member.

Size; Upper member 18cm high. Projects 7icm beyond wall above. Colonnettes 20cm in

diameter, 28cm center to center.

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.20m high front wall. 2.25m high rear wall.

Stonework; Five courses facing stones. Stones very large by normal Puuc standards
-

.40 to .60cm high.

Thickness: .66m at doorjamb.

Decoration: Large, 3/4 round columns at corner with decorated base and capital
- 25cm

high. See photos and drawing. Column 30cm in diameter.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Full thickness of wall - 66m.

Lintel; Stone lintels, 20cm thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form; Unknown: only lowest member now in place. Assume single member molding

Size: Lowest member 23cm high

Projection; 26cm from face of wall below.

UPPER WALL:

Height; Unknown: most of upper walls fallen.

Decoration; None in place.

Stonework; Rear wall faced with very roughly dressed blocks. Face of wall set back

about 25cm from top edge of medial molding. Lack of debris suggests this was finished

wall. Front wall, where standing, shows similar stonework.

CORNICE:

Form: Unknown: no part of cornice in place and I doubt if there was one.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style.

Observations: No colonnettes or other decorative elements in debris front or rear.

Lack of substantial amount of debris suggests upper wall zone undecorated. See

Structure 1, Group 1 at Sannacte for building with similar upper facade.
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INTERIOR

SITE: POZO 10, PLAN TABI- P3 DATE: 3/21/84

STRUCTURE: 2

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.82m

Width; 2.62m at doorway

WALLS:

Height; 2.43m - floor to springline

Thickness: .66m at doorjamb

Stonework: 8 courses wall stones, moderately well cut-and-dressed, 15 to 20cm deep

Doorjambs; Full thickness of wall. Doorway .92cm wide. Jambstones 30cm thick

Rod Sockets; No data

Cordholders: No data

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 10 cm

Height: 2.43m springline to bottom of molding below capstones

Form: Soffits with slight curvature

Stonework: 8 courses vault facing stones, well cut on face. Wedge to boot shape in

section.

Capstones: Capstone span about 25cm

Crossbeams: No data

Other: Large projecting "foot" centered on doorway in third course of stones below

capstone, rear side of vault

Observations: Vault somewhat higher than average for Classic Puuc buildings.
Interior details of Room 1 similar to room 2. Room 1 - 5.46m long. Same width

as Room 2
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SITE RANCHO PEREZ Rl [16Qg(l):2

BACKGROUND: Paul Gendrop (1983) has discussed and illustrated the prin

cipal building at this site (Structure I) and I have discussed the same buil

ding in earlier papers (Andrews, 1982,1984). Pollock (1980) made no reference

to this site.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 14 km south of the village of Xul.

This places it about 12 km north, and slightly east of the ruins of Xkichmook.

TOPOGRAPHY: The site is situated on top of a medium high hill which over

looks a level valley to the west.

WATER SUPPLY: We did not observe any natural water sourse. One chultun noted

in a terrace just below the uppermost terrace at the top of the hill.

MAPS: None .

SIZE: Appears to be a small site. The hill supporting the main group has been

extensively leveled and terraced on top and there are several mounds near the

top of the hill, together with a high retaining wall along one edge of the

upper terrace.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map. The arrangement here seems typical
for those sites utilizing hilltops which consist of a series of contiguous
terraces and courts.
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SITE: RANCHO PEREZ

STRUCTURE: 1

Structure 1 is a medium sized, range-type building with eight rooms which is now

near the point of total collapse. As can be seen in the sketch plan, the rooms are

arranged in two wings which are separated by a stairway in the center leading to

a platform (or other rooms ?) at an upper level. Only the front room immediately

to the left of the stairway is now sufficiently well preserved to offer any substan

tial architectural data. My notes indicate that both the wall and vault stones in

this room are fairly crudely cut-and-dressed and could be called either Chenes or

Puuc in character. The main point of interest in this building is the small section

of the facade in front of the standing room which shows a number of unusual decor

ative details.

The most striking feature of this facade is the fact that both the lower and upper

wall zones are completely filled with mosaic type sculpture, which sets it apart

from nearly all known examples of both classic Chenes and Puuc buildings. The dec

orative motifs include plain colonnettes, spools, stepped-frets, T-frets, triangles,

mat symbols, moldings with decorated faces, two forms of crosses, and two varia

tions on "checkerboards". The three-member base medial and cornice moldings in

clude continuous rows of colonnettes in the central member. Most of the decorative

motifs are essential elements of the classic Puuc Mosaic style but the checkerboard

panel in the upper wall zone and the adjacent "cross" are diagnostic of the Rio Bee

architectural style. Variations on the checkerboard theme can also be found in Struc

ture 1 at Xkichmook and in Structure 5 at Sabacche.

Comments: I have hesitated in clasifying Structure 1 as an example of Chenes-Puuc

architecture since the decorative elements and mosaic technology employed in these

motifs seem essentially Puuc in character but the presence of the Rio Bee "checker

board" motifs point to contact with regions to the south and the question here is

whether that contact was early or late.
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Rancho Perez, Structure 1. View showing standing facade
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SITE REFORMA R2

BACKGROUND: I know of no previous references to this site. I visited the

site in March of 1984 and my notes and data refer to two different groups of

structures which I have called Groups A and B.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 3-4 km east-northeast of the village
of Xul.

TOPOGRAPHY: The terrain is very hilly in this vicinity and both Groups are

sited on hills. Group A is on a low hill while Group B occupies the top of

a higher hill about $ km to the south. There are other mounds on nearby hills

which we did not visit.

WATER SUPPLY: Unknown. Suprisingly, we did not find any chultunes in the

terraces in front of the major buildings in either group although they may well

be present.

MAPS: None. See sketch plans of individual groups.

SIZE: size is difficult to ascertain due to lack of map. The two groups we ex

amined are some distance apart as noted above and we noted some other mounds

in the area between and I have tentatively classified it as a small to medium

sized site (Class IV) pending further data.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map. Like many Puuc sites where the major
structures occupy the tops of adjacent hills the plan seems dispersed but there

may be many more structures in the level areas between the hills.
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SITE SABACCHE SI [ 16Qd( 10) :26]

BACKGROUND: Stephens (1843) was the first person to report on this site.

Maler (1895) described and illustrated several of the principal buildings, in

cluding the Temple with Lattice-Work Facade (Structure 7) which has now fallen.

Pollock (1980) described and illustrated four different structures and the

well-known Structure 5 (Serpent-Head Palace) has been illustrated by numerous

authors. I visited the site in 1983 and my notes refer mostly to Structures 1

and 5.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 1 km south of the Rancho Sabacche.

TOPOGRAPHY: The terrain is hilly in the vicinity of the site but several

structures are on rather level ground. Structure 5 stands on a low ridge and

Structure 7, now fallen, also stood on a low hill.

WATER SUPPLY: As Pollock noted (1980) there are many chultunes scattered

around the ruins and there is a modern well at the Rancho Sabacche.

MAPS: See rough sketch map in Pollock (1980, fig. 2).

SIZE: Unknown, due to lack of adequate map. The real problem is that at pre

sent time there is no way of knowing the limits of a particular site. The Sa-

bacce region is filled with remins of ancient structures which may or may not

represent a single community. This problem needs to be addressed in the very

near future.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, (see above) On the basis of present knowledge, site
should probably be considered as dispersed but this impression is based on

very superficial evidence.
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SITE: SANNACTE S 5 [16Qd(10): 150]

(Sanacte, Sacnicte)

There is a considerable amount of confusion regarding the correct name of this site.

Stephens (1843) called it Sannacte since it was located on the grounds of the Rancho

Sannacte. He described two buildings, one of which had five rooms in a single line;

the other was a single-room building with a high roof comb. Maler visited the site

in 1887 and called it Sacnicte and it is still known by that name to the natives who

live nearby. While Maler's notes have not yet been published, Karl Herbert Mayer
has kindly furnished me with a copy of his drawings and photographs. Maler's draw

ings include plans of the two buildings described by Stephens and there are three

photographs. Case (1911) included two of Maler's photographs, both of which were

labeled Sacnicte.

Thompson (1974) described a painted capstone which was reported to have come from

a site called Sacnicte but indicated that this site was located southeast of Labna.

The recently published Archaeological Atlas of Yucatan lists the site under both

Sannacte and Sacnicte and shows it in its correct location, a few kilometers north

west of the ranch buildings of the Rancho Sabacche. The Atlas of Yucatan also shows

an additional site called Sacnicte [16Qd(10):96] which is located a short distance from

the present day town of Akil. This is obviously a different site than the one with the

painted capstone described by Thompson. I believe Stephens' name should take pre
cedence and am identifying this site as Sannacte, in order to distinguish it from the

other two sites noted above called Sacnicte.

SITUATION:

The site is situated about three to four kilometers northwest of the ranch buildings
of the Rancho Sabacche. This puts it very close to the ruins of Sabacche and Chun-

catzim, both of which are also on the grounds of the Rancho Sabacche.

TOPOGRAPHY:

The site is situated in a small valley surrounded by hills. The main group (Group of

Structure 1) is situated on the valley floor while the other groups are sited on adja
cent hillsides.

WATER SUPPLY:

Stephens (1843) said that the Rancho Sannacte had no well of any kind, either ancient

or modern, and that the inhabitants of the rancho had to secure their entire supply of

water from the village of Sabacche, six miles distant. I noted a large chultun in the

terrace in front of Room 3 of Structure 1, Main Group, and there are undoubtedly
others which we did not see.

MAPS:

See sketch map. Distances between groups approximate.

SIZE:

Unknown: Sketch map shows four groups of structures spread over a considerable

area and there are probably other structures in between these groups which we did

not see.

(continued)
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SITE: SANNACTE S5 [16Qd(10): 150] (continued) Page 2

CIVIC PLAN:

Unknown. Sketch map shows very dispersed organization and orientations of major

buildings vary greatly. There is a sacbe near the bottom of the hill supporting Group
2 which terminates at the base of the terrace of the hill supporting Group 3, at which

point, the sacbe makes a sharp angle with the edge of the projecting terrace. Termin

ation of sacbe at other end unknown.

GROUP 1 (Group of Structure 1) DATE: March 28, 1984

This group consists of the remains of three structures which stand on a large T-shaped

platform about 2.5 meters high in front. See sketch plan. The main building, Struc

ture 1, is a five-room range type building which faces south onto a broad terrace about

sixteen meters deep. There is a large chultun in this terrace in front of Room 3.

Catherwood's drawing (Stephens, 1843) shows the south facade of this building and

Maler's photographs shows the same facade.

Near the eastern edge of the platform is a low mound which appears to represent

the remains of a vaulted masonry building. Behind Rooms 2 and 3 of Structure 1

is a low platform, about twelve meters wide,which begins about three meters from

the back wall of Structure 1. My notes indicate that the western edge of the main

terrace is about seven meters west of the western end of Structure 1, at which point,
the terrace is about 1.5 meters high. The Building with the Roof Comb is situated

some distance south-southeast of Structure, at a bearing of about 167 degrees.

STRUCTURE 1 - BASIC DOCUMENTATION

1. Plan

2. Section

3. South Elevation - restored

4. Detail of corner columns

5. Photographs
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EXTERIOR

SITE: SANNACTE S 5 DATE: March 28, 1984

STRUCTURE: 1, Group 1 (Palace of 5 rooms)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Long, range-type building with five rooms in single line.
Overall length meters. Doorways face est. Orientation front wall right to left 289 degrees.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Three member base molding with continuous row of short colonnettes in cen

tral member. 3 spools below corner columns in place of short colonnettes.

Size: Overall height about .66m. Upper member 15cm high, colonnettes 32cm high.

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.44m, top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: walls faced with moderately well cut blocks, irregular in size, 20-24cm deep.

Thickness: Front wall .75m thick.

Decoration: Large, 3/4 round columns with spools top and bottom. Columns .47m in

diameter. Long colonnettes in groups of 3 with spools at top, bottom and center,
centered between doorways.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Large stones, full thickness of wall.

Lintel: Stone lintels, 31cm thick.

MEDIAL MOLDINGS:

Form: Single-member molding. Outer face slopes inward.

Size: 23cm high. Stones are very large.

Peojection: 34cm projection at bottom. Upper wall set back 40cm from outer face

of medial molding.

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown: upper portion of wall fallen. Upper wall is vertical.

Decoration: None

Stonework: Faced with medium sized, undressed blocks requiring considerable spawl
between larger stones. Construction joint about 35cm behind finished wall.

Other: Rough wall was finished exterior wall surface. Traces of stucco finish still in place.

CORNICE:

Form: Unknown: no cornice stones in debris and I believe there was no cornice molding.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Observations: Stylistically Structure 1 includes a rather curious combination of

early and late features. The base molding with continuous rows of short colonnettes

and lower wall zone with large corner columns and groups of banded, inset colon

nettes are basic design features of the Classic Puuc Colonnette style. (See Huntich-

mul, Half-Column Palace of Four Rooms and Kabah, Structure 1C1). In contrast, the

single-member medial molding and plain upper wall zone with no cornice at the top
is typical of many Early Puuc style buildings such as Structure 7 at Chacmultun, Structure

6, second level, at Balche and Structure 2C4 at Sayil. (Andrews 1982) Given the treatment

of the lower wall zone, I believe Structure 1 at Sannacte should be classified as a Colonnette

style building, and have assumed that the use of an Early Puuc style upper wall treatment
is an indication that it was constructed shortly after the transition from the Early Puuc

style to the Classic Puuc Columnar style was made. *" i



INTERIOR

SITE: SANNACTE S5 DATE: March 28, 1984

STRUCTURE: 1, Group 1 (Palace of 5 rooms)

ROOM: 3

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.38m

Width: 3.23m at doorway

WALLS:

Height: 2.57m floor to springline

Thickness: Front wall .75m thick. Dividing walls between rooms, thicker

Stonework: 10 courses of facing stones in walls, moderately well cut

Doorjambs: Formed with very large stones, full thickness of walls (.75m)

Rod Sockets: none

Cordholders: No data

Observations: Room 1 - 5.31m long, Room 2 - 5.30m long, Room 4 - 5.41m long,
Room 5 - 5.77m long. Width, same as Room 3.

VAULTS:

Height: 2.0m, springline to bottom of molding below capstones

Form: Soffits show considerable curvature

Stonework: 8 courses of vault facing stones with wedge shape in section

Capstones: Molding below capstones 14cm high. Capstone span average, about 25cm

Crossbeams: Single wooden crossbeams rear ends of room, just below springline.
Additional crossbeams in molding below capstones.

Observations: Vaults in Rooms 1, 2, 4 and 5 similar to vaults in Room 3 except that

Rooms 1, 2 and 4 have wooden crossbeams about 30cm below capstone molding but

none in this molding.
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SITE: SANNACTE DATE: March 28, 1984

NOTES ON GROUP 2 (Group of Building with Roofcomb)

Building with Roofcomb is on the side of a hill which has been terraced into several

levels. Lowest level is a terrace, about two meters high, which extends out from the

base of the hill about seven to eight meters. Behind this terrace the hill rises ten to

twelve meters to the level of an upper terrace which supports the Building with Roof

comb. The front of the hill below the upper terrace has been reshaped to form the

front side of a stepped pyramid; destroyed. The hill then continues up behind the

building and a local informant savs there are building remains near the top of the

hill.

The main building (Temple with Roofcomb) is now much destroyed since Maler's

time and the entire roofcomb has fallen but several large blocks of masonry can

be seen in the debris below the upper terrace which, I believe, were parts of the
roofcomb. While the temple building has now mostly fallen, sections of the lower

walls, medial molding and upper walls can be seen on sides and rear. The most un

usual feature of this building is a vertical masonry wall in the center of the room

which divides the original room into two narrow chambers. A doorway near the cen
ter of this wall gives access from the front to the rear chamber. The room was

covered over with a curved vault, now fallen in front.

In debris below the front of hniiding are two pieces of roofcomb. One block is 43cm

thick, 1.37m wide and 1.67m long. These sections are made of roughly dressed rectan

gular blocks which are very unlike stones used in wall facings. This condition is consis

tent with stonework in other Early Puuc buildings where roofcombs are made with

roughly dressed or undressed slabs. Also, in the debris on the lower terrace are pieces
of a large round column; .50 meters in diameter. It is possible that these are column

altars rather than sections of doorway columns but they lack the taper usually associat
ed with altars of this kind.
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SITE: SANNACTE DATE: March 28, 1984

STRUCTURE: 2, Group 2 (Building with Roofcomb)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small building on hillside with two rooms and high roofcomb

over central wall below vault. Roofcomb now fallen. Main doorway, now fallen, faced
east and northeast.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Unknown: covered with debris. Assume single-member rectangular molding

LOWER WALLS:

Height: Unknown

Stonework: Walls faced with small, squarish blocks

Thickness: Right end wall .70m thick

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Unknown: front wall fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single-member rectangular molding

Size: 17cm high

Projection: Projects 13cm beyond lower wall. Upper wall set back 18cm from face

of molding.

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown: portion still standing, 1.62m high

Decoration: None

Stonework: Lowest course of facing stones 43cm high. Those above 15 to 25cm

CORNICE:

Form: Unknown: upper part of wall fallen. I believe there was no cornice molding

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Location: Large roofcomb, now fallen, over dividing wall at center of vault

Description: Single wall variety. Maler photo shows rectangular openings in two
rooms (see restored elevation)

Dimensions: See general notes regarding portion of roofcomb in debris

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style

Observations: Though building is much destroyed since Maler's time, remaining
features clearly typical of Early Puuc style. See Mirador temple at Sayil for build

ing with similar details.
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SITE: SANNACTE DATE: March 28, 1984

STRUCTURE: 2, Group 2 (Building with Roofcomb)

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.43m

Width: 1.35m

WALLS:

Height: Unknown: room mostly filled with debris. At least 1.88m

Thickness: Dividing wall below vault .98m thick

Stonework: 9-10 courses of facing stones. These are small, squarish blocks

moderately well cut-and-dressed. 18 to 22cm both ways.

Doorways: Doorway in dividing wall .71m wide. Lintel .25cm thick and formed

with two pieces of stone

Rod Sockets: None noted

Cordholders: None noted

Wall Openings: Small, square holes in dividing wall and rear wall. .55m from end

walls. 20cm to center below springline

Observations: Surface of dividing wall very irregular. May have been added later

to support weight of roofcomb. Face of wall touches soffit of vaults.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 2cm

Height: Unknown: dividing wall covers capstones

Form: Soffits with considerable curvature

Stonework: 9-10 courses of facing stones. Facing stones small except for large
course at springline. Wedge-shape in section

Capstones: Covered by dividing wall. No data

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline

Observations: Original vault span at least 3.80m which is very wide by normal

Puuc standards. Dividing wall below center of vault required to support weight
of roofcomb.
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SITE: SANNACTE DATE: March 28, 1984

NOTES ON GROUP 3

In front of Group 2, and some fifty meters to the left when facing Building with Roof

comb is a low sacbe which runs roughly parallel to front wall of Building with Roofcomb.

This sacbe terminates at the base of a high hill similar to the hill supporting the latter

building. At this point there is a medium high terrace, or platform, (2 to 3 meters

high) which extends out in front of the base of the hill. On top of this terrace is a

column altar, .68 meters high, .60 meters in diameter at the base and .38 meters

in diameter at the top. Near this is another round stone which might be either an
altar or doorway column.

Behind the lower terrace, the hill rises sharply and the entire front of the hillside is

covered with cut stones from the steps and sides of a stepped pyramid which once form

ed the front face of the hill. This is the same configuration as found in Group 2. At a

height of about fifteen to eighteen meters above the terrace at the base of the hill is

an additional terrace which supports the remains of a small, one room building. This

building is now mostly fallen but enough remains to indicate that it was similar to the

Building with the Roofcomb. As in latter structure, hill continues up behind building.

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS:

Back wall of building shows same details as Building with Roofcomb. Base molding is

covered with debris and total height of lower wall is unknown. Rectangular medial

molding, about .15 meters high, projects out about .12 meters beyond lower wall. Up
per wall is faced with moderately well cut and dressed blocks and is set back about

4 centimeters from face of lower wall. Front and side walls now fallen and size of

room is unknown. Building is clearly executed in Early Puuc style, same as Building
with Roofcomb.

NOTES ON GROUP 4 (Group of Building with Painted Capstone)

Building with Painted Capstone (Structure 4) stands on a low hill which has been ter

raced into several levels. Upper terrace in front of building has irregular shape which

seems to conform to the natural shape of the hill. Main building stands on a low plat
form about one and one-half meters high. Just to the left of this building, at a dis
tance of about five meters, is an additional low platform. We noted a chultun in the

terrace in front of the building
- six meters from mouth of chultun to front wall -

about four meters to mouth from left end wall. (See sketch plan) Group 1 is sit

uated about seven hundred to seven hundred thirty meters from Group 4 at bearing
of 260 degrees (magnetic).
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EXTERIOR

SITE: SANNACTE DATE: March 28, 1984

STRUCTURE: 4, Group 4 (Building with Painted Capstone)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small, one room building with doorway on south side. Bear

ing perpendicular to front wall 180 degrees (magnetic)

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Unknown: covered with debris. Assume single-member rectangular molding

LOWER WALLS:

Height: Unknown

Stonework: Moderately well cut facing stones, 23-30cm high, 20-30cm wide and

18-20cm deep

Thickness: Front wall .61m at doorjamb

Decoration: Traces of red paint on wall to left of doorway

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Full thickness of wall

Lintel: Stone lintel, 25cm thick

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member rectangular molding

Size: 22cm high

Projection: 13cm, both top and bottom

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown: mostly fallen

Decoration: None

Stonework: Roughly dressed blocks

CORNICE:

Form: Unknown. I believe there was no cornice molding

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style

Observations: All architectural, decorative, and construction features present
are typical for Early Puuc style
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INTERIOR

SITE: SANNACTE DATE: March 28, 1984

STRUCTURE: 4, Group 4 (Building with Painted Capstone)

ROOM: 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.02m

Width: 2.72, at doorway

WALLS:

Height: 2.28m floor to springline

Thickness: Front wall .65m. Right end wall .75m

Stonework: 8 courses wall facing stones. These have squarish faces and are only
roughly dressed

Doorways: Doorway ,70m wide. Jambs .65m deep

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None in place

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: No data

Height: 2.13m springline to bottom of molding below capstones

Form: Soffits with slight curvature

Stonework: 7 courses of vault facing stones. These are better cut and dressed than

wall stones

Capstones: Molding below capstones 12cm high. Capstone span about 30cm. Paint

ed capstone in center of room with traces of design in red and blue

Crossbeams: Two crossbeams in capstone molding near ends of room. No cross

beams below

Observations: Karl Herbert Mayer (personal communication) believes that all
rooms with painted capstones have odd number of capstones (11 here) and painted
capstone is always in center
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SITE SAN PABLO S9 (Rancho San Pablo)

BACKGROUND: I know of no previous references to this site. I visited the

site in April of 1984 and my notes refer to to a small group of structures on

the side of a hill which I have called the Main Group. There are other mounds

on the valley floor nearby. My notes say that the ruins are on the grounds of

the old Rancho San Pablo, which is now called San Juan.

SITUATION: The ruins are situated about 4 km north-northeast of the village
of Xul, on the grounds of the Rancho San Juan (San Pablo).

TOPOGRAPHY: The Main Group is sited on the side of a low hill overlooking
a level valley to the north and east.

WATER SUPPLY: Unknown. My notes do not record any data on chultunes or

natural water sources.

MAPS- None. See sketch plan of Main Group.

SIZE:
Apparently a small site. Main group is very compact although there are

scattered mounds to the northeast.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown (see above). Hill supporting Main Group has been ter

raced into several levels as is common for hilltop sites.
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SITE TANTAH Tl

BACKGROUND: Maler (1902) was the first person to report on this site.

Pollock (1980) summarized Maler's description of Structure 1 but did not visit

the site himself. Pollock included a photograph (1980, fig. 933) which is

labeled Tantah but the building shown is actually Structure 1 at Tohcoh, a site

which is located about 4 km west of Hopelchen.I visited the site in Feb of 1984

and my notes and data refer mostly to Structure 1, the building which was

illustrated by Maler.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 8 km northeast of the village of

Bolonchen de Rejon. This places it very close to the border between Yucatan

and Campeche .

TOPOGRAPHY: The ruins are situated on a low hill which has been artifi

cially leveled on top. The surrounding terrain is generally hilly with some

level areas between the hills.

WATER SUPPLY: No data.

MAPS: None. See sketch plan of Main Group.

SIZE: Apparently a very small site. Main Group on hilltop is very compact and

my notes do not mention any additional mounds. Maler (1902) noted the remains

of an additional building about 1 km from the main group, situated in a small

savanna, but this could well be considered as part of a different site.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map. The Main Group as shown in my plan

consists of an orderly group of structures arranged around a small courtyard.
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SITE: TANTAH T 1 DATE: February 2, 1984

MAIN GROUP:

The Main Group, which is situated on top of a steep hill, consists of the remains of

four structures. Structure 1 is a large, L-shaped building which occupies the south

and east sides of a small courtyard. The west side of the court is bounded by a long
mound (Structure 2) which represents the remains of a vaulted masonry building, now

completely collapsed. A single jambstone can be seen on the east side of this mound,

indicating it faced east. Just north of the East Wing of Structure 1 is an additional

mound (Structure 3) which also represents the remains of a vaulted masonry building.
Pieces of jamb stones in the debris indicate that this building faced west. Near the

center of the courtyard is a low platform (Structure 4) about one meter high. See

sketch plan.

STRUCTURE 1:

Somewhat surprisingly, the South Wing of Structure 1 is still relatively well preserved
and the north facade seems little changed since Maler's time. See following pages for

detailed data on this building.

BASIC DOCUMENTATION:

1. Sketch plan, Main Group
2. Plan, Structure 1

3. Section

4. North Elevation - restored

5. Photographs
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EXTERIOR

SITE: TANTAH T 1 DATE: February 2, 1984

STRUCTURE: 1 (Principal structure)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Large, L-shaped building with seven rooms. West wing (rooms

5-T ), now collapsed. Doorways of main wing face north and orientation perpendicular
to doorways, 15 degrees (magnetic).

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Three-member molding with continuous row of short colonnettes in central

member. Lower member now buried in debris.

Size: Upper member 16cm high, projects 4cm beyond wall above. Colonnettes in cen

tral member 28cm in diameter, 80cm center to center. Large colonnette, 33cm dia

meter, in base molding below corner column.

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.04m, top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Six courses of wall facing stones. Size varies. Well cut-and-dressed.

Thickness: Back and end walls .62m thick.

Decoration: Large, 3/4 round column at both corners of Room 1. Columns 48cm in

diameter.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Formed with large stones, full thickness of wall. Doorways about .95m wide.

Lintel: Stone lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three-member medial molding. Large, apron-type lower member formed with

two pieces of stone. Considerable inward slope. Continuous colonnettes in central

member. Rectangular member at top.

Size: Total height .83m. Upper member 17cm high. Colonnettes 25cm high.

Projection: 49cm beyond wall below. Upper member projects 11cm beyond colonnettes.

UPPER WALL:

Height: 1.30m top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Continuous row of banded colonnettes in north and east facades. South

facade has groups of 3 inset colonnettes, alternating with plain areas.

Stonework: Good workmanship for all specialized stones.

Other: Note details at northeast corner of medial and cornice moldings where col

onnettes do not continue to corner.

CORNICE:

Form: Four member molding with large apron-type members top and bottom. Con

tinuous row of colonnettes in next to lowest member.

Size: Total height about 1.2m.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style
Observations: All architectural, decorative and construction features of this building

are typical for Classic Puuc Colonnette style. Medial and cornice moldings larger than

average and upper facades higher due to higher than average vaults.
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Sitio : Tantah, Camp. 2-II-84

Bstructura; principal, cuarto 1

Dimensionest

Largo 4.50 mts

Ancho: 3.30 mts

Altura total: 5.00 mts

Muros:

Altura: 2.18 mts

Ancho: .66 mts

Pilas de piedras: 8 de trabajo regular que siguen cursos rectos.

Jambas: compuestas por 12 piedras bin cortadas.

Rod sockets: 3 en la jamba E, dos abajo y uno arriba.

Cord holders: 3 al lado S de la entrada a .40 mts de la jamba, distribu-

idos uno abajo del arranque de la bdveda, el siguiente dos

filas de piedras mas abajo y el tercero a .30 mts del piso.

Sstos son muy bie*n elaborados y se encuentran en posicidn

horizontal.

BoVeda:

Altura: 2.82 mts

Forma: recta desde el arranque cue sobresale .09 mts y sigue un curso

recto. La moldura superior sobresale .13 mts y tambie"n sigue un

curso recto.

?ilas de piedras: 12 . El trabajo de la piedra es bueno, estas son gran-

des y aun se puede observar parte del estuco que

las cubria.

Crows ties: 9 en total, cinco en la moldura superior, dos un poco mas

arriba de la mitad de la bo*veda, uno en cada extreme, y uno

en cada extremo del arranque. |(T~1



Sitio:. Tantah, Camp. 2-II-84

Sstructura: principal, cuarto2

Dimensiones:

Largo: 4.75 mts

Ancho: 3.70 mts

Altura total: 4.93 mts

Muros:

Altura: 2.18 mts

auicho: .64 mts

Pilas de piedras: 8 de buen trabajo que forman cursos rectos.

Jambas: estans compuestas por 12 piedras bie"n cortadas.

3od sockets: 3 sobre la jamba iV, dos abajo y uno arriba.

Cord holders: 3 a los lados de las jambas; Haa::afea distribuidos, aba jo

del arranque, al centro de la jamba y .30 mts arriba del

piso.

Observaciones: sobre la entrada se conservan restos de pintura roja.

Boveda:

Altura: 2.74 mts

Porma: recta desde el arranque, bie*n delineada tanto en la moldura supe

rior como en el arranque que sobresale .15 mts .

Pilas de piedras: 11 (once) de muy buen trabajo, son grandes y aun con

servan parte del estuco que las recubria.

Cross ties: 12 en total; seis en la moldura superior, otros cuatro .70

mts aba jo de la moldura distribuidos dos en cada extremo, y

dos en el arranque, uno en cada extremo.
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Sitio: Tantah, Camp. 2-II-84

Sstructura: principal, cuarto 3

Dimensiones:

Largo 4.28 mts

Ancho: 3.24 mts

Altura total: 4.99 tits

Muros:

Altura: 2.21 mts

Ancho: .66 mts

Pilas de piedras: 7 de regular trabajo que forman cursos rectos.

Jambas: estan fonadas por 15 piedras bin trabajadas.

Cord holders: 6 a los lados de las jambas distribuidos xxa. a lo largo

de ellas igual que en el cuarto 2.

Observaciones: en el lado E hay otra entrada que aparente nente nunca

tuvo dintel y sus jambas estaban for-nadas por varias pi

edras biln cortadas pero no pudimos contarlas a causa

del escombro que las cubre.

Boveda:

Altura: 2.78 mts

Forma: ligeramente curva, el arranque es inclinado y sobresale .07

mts sisxiiendo un curso recto. La moldura superior tatibidn tie-

ne un curso recto.

Cross ties: 16 en total distribuidos de la si^uiente manera; cinco en

la moldura superior, cuatr^ .70 mts mds abajo dos en cada

extremo, y uno en cad? extremo del arranque, estos ultimos

de foraa cuadrada.
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SITE TOHCOK T3

BACKGROUND: Shook and Proskouriakoff (1951) were the first to report on

this site. Pollock (1980) did not include it in his study of Puuc sites. I have

reported briefly on this site elsewhere (andrews, 1984) and my data deals

mostly with Structure 1, the building described by Shook and Proskouriakoff.

As noted under Tantah, Pollock (1980) included a photo of Structure 1 which was

labelled Tantah.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 4 km west of the village of Hopelchen.

TOPOGRAPHY: The terrain is relatively flat in this vicinity and the site

itself is on very gently rolling ground.

WATER SUPPLY: No data.

MAPS: None .

SIZE: Apparently a small site. I explored the area immediately north and west

of Structure 1 and noted additional mounds which extend out from the main struc-

for about 100 meters. My notes say there may be additional mounds beyond the

area I examined.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map.
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SITE: TOHCOK T3

STRUCTURE: 1

As noted by Shook and Proskouriakoff, this building is situated just a few meters north

of the Campeche-Merida highway and was partially destroyed at the time the present

highway was being constructed. My sketch plan shows the aarrangement of the rooms

presently exposed although my notes indicate there are additional rooms extending to

the north, which then turn and run for a short distance to the east. Shook and Prous-

kouriakoff noted that the lower level rooms on the west side had been filled in at a

later date, probably to provide support for additional rooms on the upper level. They

also recorded a painted jambstone and painted capstone in Room 5 but these have now

been removed.

Comments:

The most noteworthy Chenes features in this building include vaults in the lower level

rooms with no offsets in the end walls at the vault springline, a three-part facade on

the east side where Room 1 projects out beyond the adjacent rooms, and Chenes-like

stonework in walls and vaults. At the same time, classic Puuc details can be found in

the upper level rooms on the west side which do have offsets in the end walls and in

the corners of the low platforms on both the east and west sides which show groups

of three colonnettes, a typical classic Puuc arrangement. The round doorway columns

and painted jambs and capstone could be called either Chenes or Puuc.
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SITE TZEKELHALTDM T4

BACKGROUND: I have earlier made reference to this site (Andrews, 1984)

but know of no other references. I visited the site in March of 1984 and my

notes deal with two different groups of structures which I have called Groups
A and B.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 10 km northwest of the ejido of Benito

Juarez. This places it about 4-5 km southwest of the ruins of Xcuncat.

TOPOGRAPHY: The terrain in this vicinity is generally flat with low hills

in the distance. The main group (Group A) is on a low rise of ground as is

Group B.

WATER SUPPLY: There is a sarteneja just east of Group B which gives the

site its name and we noted two chultunes in the terraces adjacent to Structure

1 in Group A.

MAPS: None .

SIZE: Apparently a small site although we were unable to explore much of the

area around the two groups we investigated. Group B is about 200 meters west

of Group A and we did not note any mounds between the two groups.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map. Site is very overgrown and we were

unable to establish any vmm alignments between structures.
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SITE: TZEKELHALTUN

STRUCTURE: 1, Group A

Structure 1 is represented by the remains of a large L-shaped, two-story building with

an additional one-story wing extending to the west. Most of this building has entirely

collapsed and its overall plan is unknown. The only portion still standing consists of a

facade of a room on the upper level, with the remains of a small projecting room on the

west side. The main facade, which faces west, includes a three-member medial molding

with apron-type members top and bottom. The upper wall zone includes groups of in

set plain colonnettes, alternating with plain sections, and the cornice molding above is

similar to the medial molding. The facade of the projecting room shows different de

tails and the medial molding consists of only two members: a high apron-type lower mem

ber formed with two pieces of stone, with a small rectangular member above. Groups of

four short colonnettes are set into the lower member of this molding and the upper wall

zone included inset plain colonnettes although only one of these is still in place. It can

also be noted that the medial molding of the projecting room is set about four centi

meters lower than the molding on the main facade.

Of special interest are several sculptured stones in the debris on the east side of the room

described above. These include several pieces of typical Puuc "Chac" masks as well as a

round stone, about thirty centimeters in diameter, with a series of cog-like protrusions

on the face, and another stone with a rounded face and a series of deeply cut diagonal

lines. The latter two motifs are not characteristic of classic Puuc masks and their pre

sence raises a serious question regarding the actual sculptural treatment of the facade

on this side.

Comments: While the standing facade on the west side of this building, with apron-type

medial and cornice moldings, seems mostly Puuc in character, the facade of the project

ing room shows typical Chenes details including a classic Chenes molding with groups

of inset slightly flattened colonnettes. Nothing much can be said about the sculptural

elements in the debris on the east side except that the "unusual" sculptured stones sug

gest an upper, or lower, wall treatment which differs from typical classic Puuc designs.
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Tzekelhaltun. Group A. upper level.
Plan of standing roor

Tzekelhaltun. Group A. upper level. Detail of main facade



f" SITE TZEKELHALTUN LOCATION YUCATAN T4 DATE 3/23/84

\-

BUILDING Group A, Str. 1 DRAWING Photos NO.P/T4/
J

Tzekelhaltun, Group A, upper level. Portion of main facade and pro-

Tzekelhaltun, Group A. upper level. Detail of medial molding, pro

jecting room
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Tzekelhaltun. Group A, upper level. Sculptured stones, east side of

standing rooms
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SITE ONNAMED SITE - K 20 LOCATION Campeche DATE 3/ 1/84

BUILDING DRAWING NO J/01 /I

The site is situated about 200 meters north of K 20 on the highway between Cum-

pich and the Merida-Campeche highway.

As far as we could determine, the ruins consist of a single building (now des

troyed) which stands on a low terrace above a relatively flat valley to the

east. The southwest end of this building as been destroyed by local inhabitants

in order to obtain fill material for ttr the new main square in Cumpich.

The remaining mound contains numerous well cut wall facing stones, moulding and

vault stones^as well as one large stone lintel. We saw no colonnettes, spools or

other carved stones in the debris.

There is a low hill behind this fallen structure but we found no traces of

platforms or mounds on this hillside or any other building remains other than

a low platform extending southeast from the base of the terrace supporting the

ruined building.

On the basis of our investigation site must be considered as very small.
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SITE UNNAMED SITE NEAR XCULOC U3

BACKGROUND: While I have considered this small complex to be a separate

site from the ruins of Xculoc, It is possible that the building numbered 6 on

Pollock's sketch map of Xculoc (1980, fig. 624) is the same structure. As shown

on Pollock's map, Structure 6 is about 850 meters east of the central portion
of the ruins of Xculoc but I believe the building we examined is further to the

east. In any event, Pollock did not provide any architectural data on his Struc

ture 6 and I am treating it as a separate site, pending further data.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 1.5 - 2 KM north of the village of

Xculoc.

TOPOGRAPHY: The natural terrain is rather hilly in this vicinity and the

site is situated on top of a low hill overlooking a more level area to the

west.

WATER SUPPLY: Unknown. No chultunes noted.

MAPS: None. See sketch plan of main complex.

SIZE: Apparently a very small site which consists of a small, one-room buil

ding on a low terrace with remains of an unvaulted structure on the south side

of the terrace in front with a low, circular platform behind.

CIVIC PLAN: Group is too small to be described in terms of formal organi-
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SITE: UNNAMED SITE NEAR XCULOC U 2 DATE: February 29, 1984

STRUCTURE: 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small, one room building on low platform at top of low hill.

Doorway faces east.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single-member rectangular molding.

Size: At least 25cm high. Projects 5 to 6cm. beyond wall above.

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 1.98m, top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: 6 courses facing stones front wall, 7 courses rear. Large stone at
corner. 30cm x 32cm x .65m high.

Thickness: .56m at doorjamb. End walls about .60m.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Full thickness of wall.

Lintel: Stone lintel, 27cm thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single-member rectangular molding. Face has very slight inward slope.

Size: 20cm high

Projection: 28cm beyond lower wall at front, 18cm at rear.

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown: Portion still in place 1.88m high.

Decoration: None

Stonework: Walls faced with unchecked stones, front and rear. No facing stones in

debris, indicating rough wall finished with stucco.

CORNICE:

Form: Unknown. No cornice molding in place and I believe there was none.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style

Observations: All architectural, construction, and decorative features of this

building are typical for Early Puuc architectural style.
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INTERIOR

SITE: UNNAMED SITE NEAR XCULOC U 2 DATE: February 29, 1984

STRUCTURE: 1

ROOM: 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.88m

Width: 2.69m at doorway.

WALLS:

Height: 2.26m () floor to springline.

Stonework: 8 courses wall facing stones. Moderately well cut, 18 to 20cm deep.

Doorjambs: Full thickness of wall, .56m deep.

Rod Sockets: One each side, 12cm to center from lintel. 15cm from inside wall.

One each side below, 1.24m to center.

Cordholders: No data. Facing stones adjacent to doorway fallen.

Observations: No special features noted.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 10cm

Height: 1.83m, springline to bottom of molding below capstone.

Form: Soffits with slight curvature.

Stonework: Seven courses facing stones. Better cut and dressed than wall stones.

Wedge to semi-boot shapes in section. First course 40cm deep.

Capstones: Molding below capstones 12cm high. Molding forms irregular line.

Capstone span .50 to .55m.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room at springline, 15cm diameter.

3 crossbeams in molding below capstones. Two near ends of room, 40cm from end

wall and one near center of room.

Observations: Vault higher than average for Early Puuc vaults.
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Sitio: UXIT1AL, YU6. miercoles 18 de enero de 1984

grupo Norte

Estructura: "1 Arco.

Dimensiones:

Largo: 6.57 mts

Ancho: 2.26 mts

Altura: 3.53 mts

Altura: 2 mts, compuastosde sieta hilaras da piedras bin cortadas,

astan orisntados a 205 .

36\/3da:

Altura: 1.53 mts

Filas de piedras: 7 biSn cortadas, la mayoria en forma de bota. '-as

pisdras quo forman^parte de la fachada son bloques

biln cortados en forma trapesoidal.

Forma: ligeramante curva con el arr?nque inclinado.Ce>* s*/te*jfe i/anabU c*J** ,oS

Fachadas : en la del lado norta se observa una moldura simple y las

piedras da revestimianto son bie"n cortadas. Ca riRi xa fa

chada sur se encuentra totalmants darrumbada.
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3itio; Uxmal, Yuc. ITiercolas 18 de anero de 1333

grupo Norte

"structural cuarto 1, lado este del arco

Dimansionas:

Largo; S.04 mts

"ncho- 2.15 mts

Altura total

"ltura: 2.25 mts

ancho :S9. 65 mts

Filas de piedras: 8 de trabajo regular. Las hileras inferiores estan

compuestas der piedras mfs grandes que las supariores. .

Las paredas de este cjarto al i^u^l que los otros tres

a los lados del arco estan orientadas a 215 y 110

respectivanente (vsr croquis).

Anillos (rin-s): uno en la pared SI, xp a .40 xtc de la jamba abajo del

arranque de la bdveda.

Travesafios (cross ties) : uno en el lado oesta y dos en el lado este,

abajo del arranque ds la bdveda.

Cord holders (cortineros?) : uno en la pared fflj dos en la pared "J" junto

a la jamba Z, uno arriba y otro 3bajo.

Vantilas (opens) : una al centro de la pared 11/ rdabajo del arranque de la

bdveda.
^o

-

^OZetjaci i^ El espacio Z del cuarto ssta ocupado por ana xan3?aaxa

in hhxhx una & bsnqueta ? de ".13 mts de largo y

.83 m de ancho por .75 m de elto. La lla-?.;nos bsn-jue-

ta por su disposicidn y form?, exterior, pero presents

la particularidad de tener al frente restas ds jambas

da piedras biln cortadas, que deliTiitan al acceso a

una cavidad (interior de la ban;ueta} que tiene 'orrna
V

abovedada con piadras de bota.

Dambas: las jambas de asta cuarto estan fonadas por cuatrc piedras bi3n

cortadas.
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cuarto 1 continuacidn.

Bdveda:

Forma: curva biln marcada con el arranque racto salisnte aproximadanen-

te .10 mts da curso irregular al igual que la moldura superior.

Altura: 1.44 mts

Filas da piedra: 8 ds xaHaa regularmente cortadas.

TravesaHos (cross ties): 1 en cada extremo y uno al centro abajo de la

rr.oldura superior.
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Sitio: UxTial, Yuc. 23-1-84

grupo Norte

Estructura: cuarto 1 lado 'II del arco.

Dimensiones t

Largo: 3.43 mts

Ancho': 2.22 mts

Altura total: 3.72 mts

fluros :

Altura: 2.12 mts

Ancho : .55 mts

Filas de piedras: 9, las primeras seis son mas chicas qua (.20 x .20 mts)

que las ultimas tres (.30 mts da ancho por largos varia.

bles).

Jambas : estan fcrmadas por dos piedras cada una, el trabajo is lax estas

piedras es mas fino que el de las paredes.

Cross ties (travesaPios) : uno en cada extremo abajo del arranque de la

bdveda.

Cord holders (cortineros?): uno en la pared M'l* aproximadar, ->nte hacia la

parte media de la jamba y otro en la pared E

a .80 mts abajo dal arranque y .20 mts al sur

de la esquina "Z ,

D'dveda:

Altura: 1.50 mts

For.ia: curva con el arranque recto salients ,10 mts is manar? irregular

la moldura superior tiene una salients de .10 rts y su curso ss

irregular tambiSn.

Cross ties (travesanos): 2, uno en cad? axtremo, dabajo de la moldura

suparior

Filas ds piedras: 7,bian alineadas, el trabajo 1a 1? piedra es bueno.
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Sltio; 'Jxmal, Yuc. 23-1-34

grupo Norte

Estructura: cuarto 2 lado aste del arco.

Este cuarto, al i_;ual qua el 3, fue adosado al cuarto 1.

Dimensiones :

Largo: 4.77 mts

Ancho: 1.55 nts

ffluros :

Estan casi totalmente dejsrumbados, unicatnente se notan algu*e

nos cimientos y una parte de la boveda sostenida por una fraccidn del

miro que se haya enterrada por el escombro.

Boveda;

Altura: 2.35 mts

Forma: recta desde el arranque, que sobresale onos .05 mts .

Filas de piedras: 9 de piedra bie"n trabajada.

EL grado de destruccidn de Iste cuarto no permite observar ms

de los detalles de su construccidn.
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3itio: Uxnal, Yuc.

grupo Norta

Estructura: cuarto 2 lado ID del arco.

Dimensiones :

Largo: 3.37 mts

Ancho: 2.25 mts

Altura total: 3.70 mts

"uros :

Altura: 2.10 mts

encho: .54 mts

Filas de piedra: 12
,
biln alineadas

3ambas : estan compuestas por dos piedras bien cortadas cada una, el tra

bajo de estas e3 mejor qua el da los muros.

Cross ties: 2, uno en cada extremo abajo del arranque de la bdveda.

Vsntilas (opans) : Una en al iaa"x muro E ,
casi al centro de la parad,

,20 mts abajo del arranque de la bdveda.

"fiveda:

Altura: 1,60 mts

For.Tia: curva biln marcada con arranque vertical sobresaliente ,07 mts y

con un curso regular al igual qua el de la moldura superior.

Filas de piedras: 8, regularnante 3lineadas.

Cross ties: 4, dos en cada extremo.
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Sitio: Uxmal, Yuc. 23-1-84

grupo Norte

Bstructura: cuarto 3

Dimensiones:

Largo; 4. 77 mts

Ancho: 2.45 mts

Muro s :

Debido al escombro que Cmbre el cuarto no se pudo determinar km

su altura. Solo se pudieron observar en ellos dos detalles, que el

trabajo de la piedra es bueno y que tienendos travesanos (cross ti- .

es), uno en cada extremo abajo del arranque de la bdveda.

8dveda:

Altura: 2.55 mts

Forma: recta desde el arranque que sobresale .95 tits

lilas de piedras: 9 biln trabajadas, algunas tienen forma de bota

y otras son blooues <ien un lado biln cortado en

forma cuadrangular que es el que oueda a la vis

ta, y otro^burdanente cortado en forma de espiga
con la punt
que se integra en el nucleo de la construccidn .
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_Sitioj_ Uxmal, Yuc. 23-1-84

Estructura: cuarto 4

Dimensidnes:

Largo: 6.30 mts

Ancho: 2.40 mts

Muros :

Se encuentran derrumbados. Unicamente se conserva la pared sur,

pero devido al escombro no se puede aedir su altura. El trabajo de la

piedra es fino, mejor cue en los otros cuartos anteriores y sus piedras

son m&s grandes (.40 x .40 mts como promedio).

Boveda:

Altura: 2.55 nts

Forma: mixta, recta en el arranque y las prineras piedras y curva en la

parte superior.

Filas de piedras: 8 biln trabajadas, algunas con forma de bota.
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Sitio: Uxmal, Yuc. 23-1-84

grupo Norte

Estructura: cuarto 6

Dimensiones:

Largo: 6.04 mts

A4cho: 2.28 mts

Altura total: 3.59 mts

MuroO:

Altura: 2.15 mts

Ancho: .66 mts

Filas de piedras: 9 de trabajo regular

Cross ties (travesanos): Dos, uno en cada extremo, debajo del arranque

de la boveda.

Boveda:

Altura: 1.44 mts
y tiene um galiente de .10 mts

Forma: curva hi!" marcada, el arranque es recto con un curso regular

Filas de piedra: 8 biln trabajadas; algunas en forma de bota y otras

con espiga.
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